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How might we accelerate EV adoption in
Colorado to put nearly one million EVs on the
road no later than 2030, improving local air
quality and the global environment and
providing financial benefits to drivers, while
enhancing electric grid efficiency?
The Colorado Energy Office (CEO) is the owner of the results and
outcomes of the EV Education & Awareness Roadmap
engagement with E Source. E Source thanks CEO for funding and
sponsoring this important project for the citizens of Colorado.

E Source/CEO project work and outcomes
§ Conducted a nationwide EV literature
review regarding EV-related
consumer barriers and education
§ Conducted 25 in-depth interviews
with EV leaders across North
America, including utilities, air-quality
districts, nonprofit organizations, and
for-profit companies
§ Developed a framework to measure
and evaluate EV awareness in
Colorado over time
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

§ Performed detailed quantitative
market research on understand EV
adoption beliefs, fears, barriers,
needs for information, current
sources of EV information, plans for
EV purchases, and preferred vehicle
types
§ Developed Colorado consumer
segmentation and EV adoption
journey map
§ Developed an EV education and
awareness roadmap
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Getting to almost 1 million EVs:
Adoption segments
Adoption segment framework:
§ Innovators are the first to adopt; they’re
technology oriented and risk tolerant
§ Early Adopters follow; they have a desire to be
trendsetters, are adventurous, don’t require full
solution sets, and love to share their experiences
§ Early Majority follows only if Early Adopters
succeed; they desire complete, simple solutions
and convenience, and they dislike complexity
and avoid risk
§ Late Majority is pulled into the market when their
peer group starts to adopt and traditional options
start to disappear
§ Laggards adopt when there are no other options
available
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

© E Source; adapted from “Crossing the Chasm,” Geoffrey Moore
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Getting to almost 1 million EVs:
Adoption timeline
Here we’ve added years
to adoption on the
diffusion curve, based
on E Source market
research and the
Colorado EV plan.

2014–19

2019–23

2024–28

2029–32

2033 and beyond

Rough estimate of adoption dates, based on market research data
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Accelerating EV adoption:
The Colorado challenge
Current
adoption
level

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

We need to
accelerate this
adoption curve
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Technology shifts: Human perspective
Summer indoor
comfort

Personal
transportation

Information
movement/transfer

Former
technology

Fans,
sleeping
outside

Horse and
buggy

Libraries, fax,
mail, talking

New
technology

Air
conditioning

Gasoline
vehicle

The internet

Magnitude of
shift of
functionality

Massive: Comfort,
safety, productivity,
land use

Massive: Speed,
simplicity, distance

Massive: Speed,
volume, cost, access,
innovation,
communication
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Technology shifts: Human perspective
Telecommunications

Former
technology

New
technology

Magnitude of
shift of
functionality

Clean electricity

Personal vehicles

Landline
phone

Coal,
natural gas

Gasoline
vehicle

Cell phone

Solar, wind

Electric
vehicle

Higher: Mobility,
autonomy,
convenience
Lower: Quality

Neutral: Functionality
Negative: Cost
Positive: Environment,
autonomy

Neutral: Basic functions
Negative: Cost,
charging
Positive: environment

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Preparing for scenario-based marketing
campaigns
Two conditions are hampering EV sales potential: the COVID-19 pandemic and related
recession and extremely low gas prices.

Gas prices rise above
$4.00 per gallon

Promote the low fuel cost of electricity, particularly with offpeak rates

EVs become cheaper than an
equivalent gas model

Promote the lower first costs, fuel costs, and maintenance
costs of EVs as well as the superior driving experience

Automakers start pushing EVs
as their primary product

If manufacturers conduct strong marketing, you can shift
to helping buyers navigate charging options

State or federal mandates
shift incentives or add funding

Be ready to take all outreach and programs to the
next level

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

Strategy

Scenario

Here’s how to change or accelerate marketing approaches based on scenarios that are likely
to take place at different points in the coming decade.
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When will people buy their next car,
when will they buy their first EV,
and how do they expect to pay?

How much do you expect to pay for
your next vehicle?
Percentage of respondents

Cumulative percentage of respondents

100
Percentage of respondents

§ 27% expect to pay
less than $12,500
(prime for used
cars)
§ 24% expect to pay
$12,500 to
$24,999 for their
next vehicle

89

83
74

80
61
60

50
39

40
20
4 4
0

32

27
5

9

19

14
5

5

8

5

7

11

11

13

9

6

3

Less than $2,500 to $5,000 to $7,500 to $10,000 to $12,500 to $15,000 to $20,000 to $25,000 to $30,000 to $35,000 to $45,000 to $60,000 or
$2,500
$4,999
$7,999
$9,999 $12,4999 $14,999 $19,999 $24,999 $29,999 $34,999 $44,999 $59,999
higher

What do you expect to pay for your next vehicle?
Base: All respondents. © E Source (Colorado Energy Office EV Awareness Study)

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

8
I don't
know

§ 33% said $25,000
to $44,999 (about
40% of those
considering an
EV selected this
price point)
§ 9% said $45,000
or more (this could
be a luxury car or
large truck)
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Key insight: When do you plan to buy or lease
your first EV, either new or used?
Percentage of respondents

Cumulative percentage of respondents

Percentage of respondents

100

§

80
63
60

49
36

40

29

26

19

20
4 4

4

8

11

10

7

13

14

11

0
Less than 1 year
1 year
from now

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

6 to 10 More than
years 10 years
When do you anticipate getting your first EV?

Never

§

29% of non-EV owners said
they plan to purchase one
within the next 3 years; 34%
said in 4 to 10 years; 11%
said more than 10 years; and
26% said never
These data provide insights
into where Colorado should
focus its marketing efforts,
and this is also reflected in
how the segments were
created

Base: Non-EV owners. © E Source (Colorado Energy Office EV Awareness Study)

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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For your next vehicle, either gas or
electric, do you anticipate buying new
or used?

Option

Percentage of
respondents

New

39%

Used

35%

Don’t know

26%

Base: All respondents. © E Source (Colorado Energy Office EV
Awareness Study)

EV owners, those considering and
researching EVs, and those considering
and not researching are more likely to say
they’ll purchase new when compared with
other groups.
However, actual sales data show that only
about 30% of car sales were new in 2018,
and only 24% in 2010 during the
recession.* So it appears that people’s
expectations of buying new exceed reality.
* www.statista.com/statistics/183713/value-of-us-passenger-cas-sales-and-leases-since-1990/

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Colorado EV
consumer
segmentation
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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The importance of segmentation
Segmentation allows us to:
§ Find those customers who are
most ready to buy
§ Create early success so later
segments can follow
§ Allocate scarce marketing
dollars more efficiently

Source: iStock

CAUTION: If we try to market to people who
aren’t ready or feel negatively about a product or
service, we’ll have a high failure rate. And our
marketers will be distracted, chasing problems
that don’t exist for positive adopters.

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Colorado EV consumer segments
§ In the Driver’s Seat
§ Ready to Roll
§ Kicking the Tires
§ Down the Road
§ Wait Wait … Don’t Sell Me
§ Last Gas

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Segments along the EV adoption curve
Immediate market:
Needs to see
themselves in an EV
with next purchase,
overcoming charging
and cost barriers

Down the
Road (7%)
Kicking the
Tires (16%)
Ready to
Roll (15%)

In the
Driver’s Seat
(6%)
2014–2023

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

Near-term market:
Wants to buy EV within
5 years, likely used;
needs marketing
shortly after Ready to
Roll to speed up
purchase horizon

Wait Wait …
Don’t Sell
Me (31%)
Near-term market:
Nudge these
consumers now toward
EVs with education and
positive stories of
success; full marketing
in 2 to 3 years

2024–2028
2029–2032
Rough estimate of adoption dates

Longer-term market:
Right now, focus on
creating a positive
image of electric
transportation;
develop a marketing
plan mid-decade

Last Gas
(24%)

2033 and beyond
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In the Driver’s Seat: Getting to yes

Source: iStock

The In the Driver’s Seat segment represents those who are
closest in demographics and attitudes as current EV
owners, making them excellent targets for adoption.
(6% of population)
In the Driver’s Seat key demographics:

In the Driver’s Seat key statistics:

§ Younger—62% between 18 and 35; more male
than female; very balanced between liberal,
conservative, and moderate politically

§

70% have two or more cars and at least 80%
park within 15 feet of an electricity source or
plug

§ 69% own their home; 61% are in single family
homes, 17% in multifamily

§

EV drivers have very little anxiety or
uncertainty about charging

§ Household income is predominantly between
$50,000 and $150,000, but higher and lower
incomes are also represented

§

YouTube is their most trusted source of EV
information

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Ready to Roll: Getting to yes

Ready to Roll key demographics:

Source: iStock

The Ready to Roll segment represents 15% of
Coloradans. They have a desire to buy a new car and
plan to buy their first EV within five years. They have a
very positive attitude about EVs, are keyed into
environmental concerns, and have more EV knowledge
than other segments besides In the Driver’s Seat.
Ready to Roll key statistics:

§

Predominantly younger (25 to 45), leans toward
moderate and liberal

§ 58% have two or more cars, and at least 80% park
within 15 feet of an electricity source or plug

§

Household income predominantly between
$35,000 and $150,000, but higher and lower
incomes are also represented

§ 92% are very or somewhat familiar with EVs

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

§ Only 6% don’t think EVs are available at local
dealers, and 80% are very or somewhat familiar
with public charging stations
19

Kicking the Tires

Source: iStock

§ The Kicking the Tires segment is an
important one to prime as the next
generation of EV buyers. They
represent 16% of Coloradans. They
plan to buy their first EV within 5 years,
but either plan on buying used or aren’t sure if they’ll buy
used or new.
§ They also have a very positive attitude about EVs, are
keyed into environmental concerns, and are more
concerned about up-front EV costs.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Down the Road

Source: iStock

§ The Down the Road segment
demonstrates interest in EVs and has
some knowledge around them but will
not purchase one any time soon.
These are mainstream buyers.
§ They represent 7% of Coloradans, plan to buy their first EV
within 6 to 10 years, and have a generally positive
perception of EVs, particularly around environmental
benefits.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Wait Wait … Don’t Sell Me

Source: iStock

§ The Wait Wait … Don’t Sell Me segment
isn’t interested in EVs, yet they aren’t
opposed to owning one at some point.
They’re highly unlikely to adopt new
technologies and are Late Majority
buyers.
§ They represent 31% of Coloradans, and 54% plan to buy
their first EV in 6 to 10 or more than 10 years. They
demonstrate little familiarity or knowledge of EVs, but
react positively to environmental messaging.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Last Gas

Source: iStock

§ The Last Gas segment isn’t interested
in EVs and will resist buying one until
they can’t find a suitable gas vehicle.
They’re typically resistant to change,
are opposed to new technologies,
and are Laggards.
§ They represent a significant 24% of Coloradans. They
demonstrate little knowledge of EVs, are far less likely to
find information about EVs helpful, and are subsequently
unlikely to be receptive to EV education.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Segments along the EV adoption curve
Down the
Road (7%)

Immediate market:
Needs to see
themselves in an EV
with next purchase,
overcoming charging
and cost barriers

Kicking the
Tires (16%)
Ready to
Roll (15%)

In the
Driver’s Seat
(6%)

Wait Wait …
Don’t Sell
Me (31%)

Near-term market:
Wants to buy EV within
5 years, likely used;
needs marketing
shortly after Ready to
Roll to speed up
purchase horizon

2024–2028

2014–2023

Near-term market:
Nudge these
consumers now toward
EVs with education and
positive stories of
success; full marketing
in 2 to 3 years

2029–2032

Longer-term market:
Right now, focus on
creating a positive
image of electric
transportation;
develop a marketing
plan mid-decade

Last Gas
(24%)

2033 and beyond

Rough estimate of adoption dates, based on market research data
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Segment analysis by income
§

The first two segments have more higher income
consumers.

§

The lower income segment still has a significant
population in the top segments. Specific efforts to match
models to lower income targets will be important.

§

§

§

§

Percentage of respondents

Segment

Income
under
$35,000

Income
$35,000 to
$100,000

Income
over
$100,000

Total minus
those who
gave no
response

Lower income consumers are more likely to say that not
knowing how to charge an EV or not having a place to
charge at home are barriers.

In the Driver’s
Seat

14

41

40

95

Ready to Roll

14

43

40

97

They have a lower price point for purchasing their next
vehicle and are more likely to buy used than higherincome consumers.

Kicking the Tires

21

46

28

95

Down the Road

19

40

38

97

Wait Wait …
Don’t Sell Me

23

43

26

92

Last Gas

24

45

20

89

Overall
population

21

44

29

94

Since over two thirds of consumers end up purchasing
used vehicles, the goal today should be getting more
new cars in the market so they can become used
vehicles more quickly
Targeting infrastructure development in lower-income
communities is unlikely to induce EV purchases or even
the desired degree of charging-station usage.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

Base: All respondents. © E Source (Colorado Energy Office
EV Awareness Study)
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Regional breakout by county
We chose the geographic regions of eastern plains,
southern, western slope, and front range because we
saw differences in those populations based on existing
demographic information.
There’s no perfect way to choose geographic areas,
but we believe these choices are a fair representation
of all parts of Colorado, and this approach enables us
to ensure that we’re getting representative responses
from urban and rural individuals.
We received a total of 525 responses from the eastern
plains (n = 165), southern (n = 120), and western slope
(n = 240) regions. The front range contributed 1,475
responses.
Source: cde.state.co.us

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Regions: Differences by buyer segment
§
§
§
§

§

§

Percentage of respondents

In the Driver’s Seat is dominated by the front range at
86% of current drivers.
Front range

Western
slope

Southern

Eastern
plains

In the Driver’s
Seat

86

7

2

6

Ready to Roll

73

16

5

6

Those in the front range show more signs of readiness
than those in other regions, especially when compared
with those in the southern region who are less familiar
with and show less interest in EVs.

Kicking the Tires

79

7

4

10

Down the Road

70

14

5

11

Wait Wait …
Don't Sell Me

74

13

6

7

Those in the front range are less likely to have multiple
vehicles when compared with consumers from other
regions.

Last Gas

71

10

8

10

Overall
population

74

12

6

8

Ready to Roll shows a big interest on the western
slope, revealing an immediate opportunity there.
Consumers across the state have similar needs and
barriers to EVs.

Eastern plains and western slope consumers are more
likely to say they have an electrical outlet near where
they park than those in the front range or southern
region.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

Segment

Base: All respondents. © E Source (Colorado Energy Office
EV Awareness Study)
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Literature review and
expert interviews
methodology

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Methodology
§ Reviewed 32 industry studies identifying:
§
§
§
§
§

Consumer preferences for EVs
Drivers influencing EV adoption
Barriers to EV adoption
Effective messages
Effective engagement strategies

§ Expert interviews:
§ Conducted 25 (60-minute) interviews with EV
experts
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Expert interviews
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

AEP Corporate
Austin Energy
BC Hydro
Boulder Nissan
California Air Resources Board
Chargeway
City and County of Denver
Georgia Power/College of Journalism and
Communication, University of Florida
Denver Metro Clean Cities
Duke Energy
Evergy (KCP&L)
Forth Mobility
Geotab
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

§ Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum
Resources–Province of British Columbia
§ Oregon Department of Energy
§ Plug In America
§ Recargo
§ ReCharge Colorado
§ Regional Air Quality Council of Colorado
§ Sacramento Municipal Utility District
§ Smart Columbus
§ Smart Electric Power Alliance
§ Southwest Energy Efficiency Project
§ Veloz
§ Xcel Energy
30

Consumer
perceptions and
preferences
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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EV awareness is low and not improving
Even in some advanced markets, there’s a general lack of awareness and experience with
EVs. This is the most significant barrier to broad adoption. Less than a quarter of Coloradans
report being “very familiar” with EVs, slightly lower than the national average. These numbers
haven’t changed notably in five years.

© E Source
Literature review sources: UC Davis, ICCT, Navigant (BECC), AAA, CARB
Interview sources: CARB, Veloz, Forth Mobility, Recargo (PlugShare), ReCharge coaches

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Top barriers to EV consideration: The up-front
cost and range/charging
Of the 17 studies we reviewed that included consumer insights on barriers to EV
adoption, 16 found that range/charging concerns and/or upfront cost were in the
top three most common barriers.

“If consumers have a better understanding of the real cost and experience of
owning an EV, then the gap between interest and adoption closes” - Owning an
Electric Vehicle is the Cure for Most Consumer Concerns, AAA, Jan. 2020
Literature review sources: Alix Partners, Volvo, UC Davis, Cox Automotive, Smart Columbus, KSV, Consumer Reports/Union of Concerned Scientists,
Denver Environmental Health/SWEEP/RAQC, Shelton Group, AAA, ICCT, PlugStar, CARB, City of Denver, Edelman
Interview sources: Many of the experts we interviewed echoed this finding.

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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People are unfamiliar with incentives, but
they’re are a key driver of adoption
Broadly, people aren’t aware of federal and state tax incentives.
If they are aware, they typically cannot estimate the amount.
Navigant’s Annual EV Consumer Survey (2018) found only 11%
of respondents correctly identified the maximum federal tax
credit for BEVs (battery-electric vehicles), 60% underestimating
the tax credit (25% didn’t think there was a tax credit).
The California Clean Vehicle Rebate Project ran a study across
four states and found that 75% of California respondents, 77%
of Massachusetts respondents, 79% of Connecticut
respondents, and 83% of New York respondents used state
incentives to purchase their EV.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Most people don’t understand the
basics of EV charging
Almost all of the experts we interviewed agreed
that most people don’t understand the basics of EV
charging and a shocking amount of people don’t
know you can charge an EV at home (with a
standard outlet or an enhanced “station”).
British Columbia Hydro (BC Hydro) told us low
understanding of charging has consistently showed
up in its research.
Source: American Electric Power, (E Source Energy AdVision)

Literature review sources: Alix Partners, UC Davis, KSV, Denver Environmental Health/SWEEP/RAQC, City of Denver
Interview sources: BC Hydro, Chargeway, Veloz, AEP Corporate, Austin Energy, Denver Metro Clean Cities, ReCharge coaches

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Awareness
campaigns and
considerations
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Journey stages: Phases in the EV decision process
Awareness
Ambient triggers to
consider an EV

Consideration
Explore if an EV is
worth pursuing

Evaluation
Determine which
EV is best

Purchase
The buying
experience

Advocacy
The ownership
experience

§ There are five stages that all Colorado consumers go through. The key difference is how and when
different segments enter the journey.
§ This project focused primarily on the first two phases (in green) and partially on the evaluation phase
(in blue). Our roadmap does not contain advice on the purchase or advocacy phases (in gray).
§ Each phase has key moments—make-or-break points where buyers continue or drop off the journey.
§ The goal is to identify existing pain points and improve the journey to keep people from dropping out.

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Results from notable awareness campaigns
Campaign

Goal

Results

Top KPI(s)

Channels

Evergy: EV Myth
Busting (top and mid
funnel)

To dispel EV myths and
communicate benefits

13.14% Gmail ad CTR
to microsite; 3.75%
search ad CTR; 6,000
Facebook ad clicks

EV sales

Social, display, video,
influencer, microsite

Smart Columbus: Go
EVerywhere (full
funnel)

Visit website, click
through to dealer

3,127 dealer referrals,
28M impressions,
1.2M engagements,
717 newsletter signups

Dealer
referrals

TV, radio, social, paid search,
digital

Veloz: Kicking Gas
(top and mid funnel)

Raise awareness of
EVs, get consumers
talking/excited about
EVs

52,500 leads to
automaker websites,
330k website visits

Leads to
automaker
websites

Digital media, 37 billboards
across California

Sacramento
Municipal Utility
District: Drive Electric
(top and mid funnel)

Raise awareness,
provide education, and
increase EV adoption

20,047 landing page
visits; 404 approved
rebate applications;
292 discount EV rate
enrollments

Approved
rebate
applications,
rate
enrollments

TV, digital billboards, radar geo
targeting and bus signs, display,
search, Facebook ads, print,
radio, bill inserts, newsletters,
social media

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Message the five pillars
Our contact at AEP said its four pillars of EV messaging have worked well, and many other experts referred
to these messages as highly effective. We added a fifth—environmental impact—because data suggests it
will resonate in Colorado.
§
§
§
§
§

EVs are affordable: “Go from spending $2,000 on fuel to $200”
EVs are fun to drive: “Feel the power” (Xcel Energy)
EV charging is easy and convenient: “Fill up at home”
There’s an EV for you: “Did you know there are more than 40 models?”
EVs are good for the environment: “Best thing you can do for the climate”

Jeff Beeson, marketing manager at Evergy, advised taking a positive tone. For example, talk positively
about “cleaning up the air” rather than negatively about “ditching your exhaust pipe.”

Literature review sources: Alix Partners, UC Davis, Volvo, KSV, Shelton Group, AAA (2 studies), NREL, Edelman
Interview sources: AEP Corporate, Smart Columbus, Evergy, SMUD, Austin Energy, Veloz, ReCharge coaches, Forth Mobility, Plug In America

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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People must see that an EV “fits my life”
We heard this from nearly every expert who has conducted an EV marketing effort. If
consumers don’t see that an EV fits their life, they won’t take action. Short, compelling
“day-in-the-life” videos that subtly appeal to reasons for consideration and
address barriers are effective. Georgia Power created a TV spot years ago (no longer
available) of a day in the life of a busy mom. It drove a 10% increase in EV purchase
consideration. Another example is this eMotive ad from British Columbia.
British Columbia’s eMotive
campaign showed how an EV fits
people’s lives with a “day-in-thelife” interview and driving
experience with a mom.
Source: Emotive – the Electric Vehicle Experience

Literature review sources: N/A
Interview sources: Georgia Power (Bob Hughes), Austin Energy, CleanBC, Duke Energy, Forth Mobility, Boulder Nissan

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Catch people’s attention with great hooks
Experts said great hooks are critical to pique people’s interest and get them to “ask the next
question” about EVs. Evergy gets attention with its special EV discounts and “Act now on this
special discount” messaging. SMUD catches people’s eyes with its $599 incentive, which it
frames as “Charge FREE for two years!”

Source: Evergy (E Source Energy AdVision)

Source: SMUD (E Source Energy AdVision)

Literature review sources: Clean Vehicle Rebate Project (CARB, CSE), KSV, Consumer Reports/Union of Concerned Scientists, Denver Environmental
Health/SWEEP/RAQC, ICCT, Edelman
Interview sources: Evergy, SMUD, Austin Energy, ReCharge coaches, Veloz

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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American Electric Power
Motivating buyers

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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User-friendly website recommendations
Things to consider …

Things to avoid …

§ Keep it simple

§

Information overload—sites full of text,
kWh/kW, and math are not easily
digestible or engaging

§

Website loop—EV sites create loops that
take visitors from one site to another for
information. Multiple sites providing pieces
of information but forwarding visitors to
another site if they want to learn more,
creates a bad user experience

§

Too many clicks—lots of EV sites require
visitors to dig for information, with multiple
clicks

§ Create a one-stop-shop for EV models,
incentives, and charging information

§ Calculate all available incentives based
on zip code

§ Provide next steps—for visitors with EV
preferences, websites should direct
consumers to certified EV dealers and
allow them to schedule test drives with
dealers, events, etc.
Literature review sources: ICCT (Go Ultra Low Case Study)
Interview sources: CARB, Duke Energy, Evergy, SMUD, Veloz

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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EV Advertisement:
Comedian Tom Papa

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Five key market
research findings
and discoveries

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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#1: Charging misconceptions
Charging barriers persist due to
misconceptions and lack of information:
§ People are overly concerned that they’ll run
out of charge, yet 80% of people drive
their primary vehicle 30 miles or less per
day
§ Nearly 70% of potential EV adopters believe
they can’t charge at home unless they have
special equipment

Distance typically
driven per day

Primary
vehicle
(of those with a
vehicle)

Less than 10 miles

37%

Between 10 to 30 miles

43%

Between 31 to 50 miles

14%

Between 51 to 70 miles

4%

Over 70 miles

2%

© E Source (Colorado Energy Office EV Awareness Study)

§ 66% have a fear of running out of power
before reaching their destination
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Charging: Nuances of beliefs
We need to dramatically change the
discussion in Colorado about EV
charging.
Misperceptions and inaccuracies abound,
from charging at home and charging at
public stations to battery range and
more.
People believe that charging is complex,
difficult, somehow done through a
mysterious process (charging stations)
they don’t understand.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

54% of respondents said
false to the statement:

You can charge an electric
vehicle at home by plugging it
into a standard three-prong
wall outlet.
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#2: EV prices are too high, except …
People don’t know about tax credits:
§ Only 45% of consumers are aware of
federal tax credits of up to $7,500
§ Only 22% are aware of Colorado
state tax credits of up to $5,000
§ Those who are familiar think the
credits are much lower than they are

How much do you
think the federal tax
credits are for buying
an electric vehicle?

Percentage of
respondents

$500 to $999

16.0%

$1,000 to $1,999

21.6%

$2,000 to $2,999

19.1%

$3,000 to $4,999

17.1%

$5,000 to $6,999

12.4%

$7,000 to $8,999

9.1%

$9,000 to $10,999

2.2%

$11,000 or more

2.5%

© E Source (Colorado Energy Office EV Awareness Study)
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#3: Almost 50% want an EV
within five years

Percentage of respondents

We must address all aspects of
the EV buyer journey in order to
make sure they don’t hit barriers
and buy an internal combustion
engine vehicle.

100
Percentage of respondents

The good news: Data says that
a majority of people are open
to purchasing an EV this
decade. But there’s no easy
path for them to get there.

Cumulative percentage of respondents
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40

29

26

19

20
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4
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11
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13
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11

0
Less 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 6 to 10 More Never
than 1
years than 10
year
years
from
now
When do you anticipate getting first EV?
© E Source (Colorado Energy Office EV Awareness Study)
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#4: Strength of the environmental
Ready to Roll segment
message
Don’t shy away from the
environmental message.
Over 80% of consumers in
the early segments see the
environment as an important
element of EVs.
The environmental message
is almost never a “negative.”

How important are each of
the following environmental
factors of EVs to you? (1 =
not at all important, 5 =
extremely important)

Percentage
rating
4 or 5

Percentage
rating
1 or 2

Contributing to better air quality in
Colorado

85%

4%

Reducing our country’s
dependency on oil

82%

5%

Preserving Colorado’s environment
for future generations

82%

4%

Reducing carbon emissions

81%

6%

Mitigating the impacts of climate
change

79%

7%

© E Source (Colorado Energy Office EV Awareness Study)
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#5: PHEVs may have an important
role to play
Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEVs) match people’s needs
today very well.

Source: iStock

They eliminate the fear of running out
of charge and are a vehicle that can
occasionally go long distances.
PHEVs may be an excellent bridge
technology.
© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Colorado consumer EV journey

The EV journey

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com
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Key elements of the awareness and
education roadmap
Awareness
Ambient triggers to consider an EV;
primarily emotional

Consideration

Evaluation

Explore if an EV is worth pursuing;
emotional + pragmatic

Determine which EV is best;
primarily pragmatic

Key CEO goals:

Key CEO goals:

§ Instill belief that charging is easy
and available
§ Promote Colorado’s EV tax credit
as one of the highest in the
country
§ Promote EVs as a lifestyle that
fits Coloradans
§ Highlight environmental benefits
of EVs and connect them to clean
energy
§ Push people to the website for
detailed information

§ Demonstrate how to charge,
primarily at home but also on the go
§ Show EV models at affordable prices
and highlight a variety of models for
each lifestyle
§ Provide specific advice on how to
choose between a battery EV, plug-in
hybrid, and internal combustion
engine vehicle
§ Create video case stories that can be
shared on social media and at EV
demonstrations

© 2020 E Source | www.esource.com

Key CEO goals:
§ Develop a Colorado-specific
advisory website that drives
people through to purchase
§ Focus on providing intelligent
advice for specific needs instead
of providing a lot of information
§ Include calculators for total
ownership costs and tax credits,
user stories, and a specific “how to
charge” video and description
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Thank you!
Bill LeBlanc
Chief Instigation Agent
E Source
303-345-9142
bill_leblanc@esource.com

You're free to share this document in its entirety inside your company. If you'd like to quote or use our material outside of your business,
please contact us at customer_service@esource.com or 1-800-ESOURCE (1-800-376-8723).
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